In many species, females are endowed with a double dose of X chromosomes relative to males, yet the X harbors genes whose products must be produced at equal levels in each sex. Organisms have evolved different strategies to deal with this dilemma. Mammalian females randomly inactivate one of their two X chromosomes, Drosophila males up-regulate their single X, and C. elegans hermaphrodites partially down-regulate both X chromosomes [3] [4] [5] . In each case, dosage compensation must be triggered specifically in one sex, on the X chromosome, and achieve an approximately two-fold change in expression for the affected genes.
In C. elegans, proteins comprising the dosage compensation complex (DCC) include homologs of the conserved condensin I complex, best known for its role in chromosome structure and segregation during mitosis and meiosis [5] [6] [7] . In fact, four of five condensin-I-like subunits do double duty in the worm, participating in both the DCC and in a canonical condensin I complex that promotes chromosome segregation [8] . Non-condensin proteins of the DCC direct the complex to hermaphrodite X chromosomes. Condensin homology indicates that chromosome structure is likely involved, but the mechanism by which the DCC exerts a subtle reduction of X-linked gene expression is unknown.
Current evidence suggests a recruitment-and-spreading mechanism for distributing the DCC over the X ( Figure 1A ,B). This model stems from observations that some fragments of the X chromosome can recruit the DCC when detached from the X and carried on transgenes or rearrangements, while others cannot [9] [10] [11] [12] . X segments displaying this autonomous recruitment activity are defined as 'recruitment elements on X' or rex sites [9, 10, 12] , whereas other X segments that bind dosage compensation proteins in their natural context but cannot recruit them autonomously are termed 'dependent on X' (dox sites) or 'way stations' [11, 12] . Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by microarray hybridization (ChIP-chip) studies have provided a high-resolution view of DCC binding over the whole X chromosome, with distinct peaks of binding at certain loci [2, 12, 13] . Very strong peaks tend to correlate with functionally defined rex sites, consistent with the idea that these regions bring DCC proteins to X [11] [12] [13] . Not all strong peaks have autonomous recruitment activity, so defining rex sites requires experimental validation [11, 12] . A second set of peaks is thought to reflect sites to which the complex spreads [2, [11] [12] [13] .
A DNA sequence motif proposed to serve as a recruitment element has been identified and gradually refined [2, 10, 12, 13] , and is sufficient to promote DCC binding when present in multiple copies on a transgene [10, 12] . Though enriched on X chromosomes, this motif cannot fully explain X specificity because it is not present in every rex site and it sometimes occurs on autosomes. Therefore, X-specific recognition may also rely on other chromosomal features, such as motif clustering, additional flanking sequence, or the chromatin context of the X. The protein that recognizes the motif is unknown. One candidate is SDC-2, a non-condensin member of the DCC that is unique in its ability to localize to X without the other members and that is required for the X localization of all other members [14] . In the current report, Ercan et al. [2] provide evidence that SDC-2 is localized to rex sites but does not spread to adjacent chromatin as efficiently as the condensin-like subunits of the DCC.
The report from Ercan et al.
[2] also provides evidence that spreading occurs independent of X chromosome DNA sequence and correlates with transcriptional activity. They examined the distribution of the DCC on fusion chromosomes that juxtapose pieces of X and autosome. On the natural X, the density of recruitment sites makes it hard to distinguish spreading from recruitment. However, the clever fusion strategy enables a view of spreading outside the context of the X chromosome. On each fusion chromosome, DCC binding was nucleated at X-associated rex sites and then extended w2 megabases into the autosome, with peaks of DCC binding diminishing with distance from the X ( Figure 1C) . Thus, the C. elegans DCC can propagate from recruitment sites without requiring any X-specific DNA sequence.
If not DNA sequence, what features guide this propagation? One clue is that the non-rex peaks of DCC enrichment on the X tend to occur in the promoters of active genes, with highest levels of DCC association occurring in highly expressed genes [2, 12, 13] . Similarly, Ercan et al. [2] observe that when the DCC spreads into the autosomal portion of X;A fusions, it becomes enriched upstream of actively transcribed autosomal genes ( Figure 1C ). These results predict that changes in underlying gene activity could alter the distribution of the DCC. Indeed, Ercan et al. [2] obtain evidence for this idea by comparing the ChIP-chip binding profiles of DCC proteins and RNA polymerase II at two stages of development. They observed that one class of DCC peaks, presumably created by spreading, shifted their distribution based on the underlying transcriptional landscape, while peaks associated with rex sites The C. elegans dosage compensation complex (DCC) is recruited to hermaphrodite X chromosomes (blue) via 'recruitment element on X' (rex) sites containing an X-enriched sequence motif. The complex subsequently spreads (arrows) to bind at other sites, favoring the promoters of active genes (green) over inactive genes (red) or other genomic regions. Comparison of DCC binding during embryonic versus larval stages indicates that binding at recruitment sites is constant while spreading is dynamic. DCC that is bound to promoters active in embryos (A) later disengages and redistributes to promoters active in larvae (B). (C) On chromosomes with fused pieces of the X chromosome (blue) and an autosome (orange), the DCC spreads from recruitment elements on X (rex) into the autosome, diminishing with distance from the junction. When the DCC spreads into the autosome, it preferentially associates with promoters of active genes (green), as observed on the X chromosome. These results indicate that spreading occurs independently of X chromosome DNA sequence and is influenced by underlying transcriptional status.
remained bound at both stages ( Figure 1A,B) . These results illustrate that DCC distribution is dynamically specified by developmental changes in gene expression. The aspect of transcriptional activity recognized by the DCC is unknown. Possibilities include chromatin features (e.g., nucleosome-free regions or variants and modifications of histones), or the transcription machinery itself. One suspect is histone H3 K4 methylation, a ubiquitous mark of active promoters. C. elegans DPY-30 is homologous to a subunit of the conserved COMPASS complex that establishes H3 K4 methylation, and DPY-30 is required both for normal levels of this modification and for localization of some DCC subunits to the X chromosome (reviewed in [6] ).
The most puzzling aspect of transcription-dependent DCC spreading is its purpose. The observation that more DCC tends to bind more highly expressed promoters suggests that it acts locally, repressing individual genes in proportion to their degree of transcription. But contradictory to that model, a genome-wide analysis of gene expression in dosage compensation mutants found little correlation between genes that undergo dosage compensation and those that have DCC bound to their promoters [12] . Moreover, Ercan et al. [2] did not detect repression of autosomal genes into which the DCC had spread on X;A fusions. A remaining enigma is why DCC localization is tuned to underlying transcription state and yet, by gene expression profiling, the DCC does not seem to directly regulate transcription of genes at which it localizes. Perhaps spreading generates a sufficient number and distribution of DCC sites to achieve a global reconfiguration of chromosome architecture, analogous to condensin action during mitosis. Alternatively, like mammalian X inactivation or Polycomb repression of Hox genes, the DCC could relocate the X into a repressive nuclear compartment [3, 7, 15] . Condensin facilitates the nuclear clustering and silencing of tRNA loci in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, suggesting it could play such a role [16] .
In multiple examples of domain-wide gene regulation, evolution has converged on a common strategy of sequence-specific recruitment and sequence-independent spreading [1] . An advantage of this strategy is that specificity need only be conferred to a small number of DNA sequences and recruitment proteins. General spreading can subsequently propagate regulation over an entire domain. The reports covered here have significantly advanced our understanding of one such system. These studies also raise new questions about how the transcription-influenced localization of the C. elegans DCC along the X relates to its function in dosage compensation. Elucidating this mechanism is a major challenge for the future. Animal Culture: Chimpanzee Table  Manners? Experimentalists interested in chimpanzee culture have focused on captive populations as these could be subject to controlled testing. A new method may allow for sophisticated experimentation under field conditions.
Josep Call and Claudio Tennie
How would an Italian eat Sushi if she had never seen someone use chopsticks before? Presumably she would follow the table manners that she was raised with and would use a fork. Culture shapes human behaviour from infancy and strongly influences our responses as adults in novel situations, often creating both within-group uniformity and between-group variability. Particularly striking are those cases in which between-group differences cannot be simply attributed to ecological (or genetic) differences between groups.
The notion that chimpanzees, just like humans, are also influenced in this way by culture is a hotly debated issue [1] . Yet, something looking like table
